
DIVIN             

 „PREZIDENT” 
PRODUCT 

Name: „PREZIDENT” 

Appellation: DIVIN 

Category: XXO 

Age: 50 years 

Alcohol: 43% VOL 

 

PRESENTATION FORM 

Bottle: Transparent crystal Jens 

Stopper: Cork  

Presentation form: 0,7l;  

Pack: AVAILABLE 

Number of bottles in the box: 4 

 

 

WINE-RAW MATERIAL 

Aligote, Feteasca Alba, Rcatiteli 

                                                        Palmares – 5 medals & Grand Prix 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The time is running out...Distilates 

become mature and more intense... 

Finally, the nobile work wich had been 

continuing for 50 years is finished. Made from distillates for divin matured for minim 50 years, 

the trademark was created in 2005. The shades of bouquet charmes with their fine spring 

flower’s flavour, from the condimented summer herbage fragrance to the smell of the oak, 

finishing with a strong agreement taste and a special, long footprint. The divin ,,Prezident’’ is a 

real king with a crown of 50 stars . 
 

 

 

JSC „BARZA ALBĂ” 

Republic of Moldova, Balți, MD-3101, Victoriei 49 street, fiscal code: 1003602014168, 

VAT 1200512, tel/fax +373 231 30285, e-mail: ba@mtc.md, web: barzaalba.md   

IBAN: MD04VI022240100000163, in BC „VICTORIABANK” S.A. fil. 1 Bălți, VICBMD2X740 

 

SERVING AND GASTRONOMICAL 

ASSOCIATIONS 

DIVIN with a unique composition, made from grape 

distillate, with a superb age of 50 years. Absolute 

harmony in an unparalleled balance combines the 

bouquet of rare fineness with impressive taste through 

the footprint of the time left in the depths of the 

awakened feelings. 

Looks good when is served in the "Cognac XO" 

model glass. 
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